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The present invention relates to an improved 
tobacco curing system for use in ‘barns and sim 
liar places where the tobacco leaves are suspend» 
ed by sticks, loops, and othcr means for the pur 
pose o1’ undergoing the curing process. In car 
ryinu out the invention a suitable number oil in» 
dcpendent and separate heating units for con 
ditlonimur the air within the barn are employed, 
and the number employed is dctcrmincd by the 
copacity or sizc oi the or curing space. 
Moons one provided for introducing ircsh air 

irom tho atmosphcrs to the interior 0! the clcscd 
born, for uniformly circulation the conditioned 
uir within the barn in order that all oi the 
batches of tobacco leaves will receive a uniform 
treatmcnt, and for properly ventilating the in 
terior oi the barn to prevent accumulation oi’ 
cxcess moisture-laden, and hcatcd air within the 
horn. - 

Each of the nir~condltioning units is equipped 
with adjustable and automatic menus controlled 
by the temperature of the air within the barn for 
controlling the feed oi’ fuel-oil to the heating unit 
in order that this temperature throughout the 
entire curing space may be maintained at a. pre 
determined uniform degree, to insure uniformity - 
in curing the tobacco, and to prevent discoloro.» 
'tion of the tobacco. 
The invention consists in certain novel com 

binatlons and arrangements 01’ parts in the cur 
ing system as will hereinafter be more fully set 
forth and claimed. 

In the accompanying drawings one complete 
cxample oi’ the physical embodiment of the in 
vention is illustrated, wherein the parts are com 
bined and arranged according to one mode that 
has so far been devised for the practical applica 
tion of the principles of the invention. but it will > 
be understood that changes and alterations may 
be made in these exemplifying structures, within 
the scope of the appended claim without depart 
ing from the principles of the invention. 

Figure l is a view in elevation showing one of 
the units of the sytem, and also showing a por 
tion of the barn in section. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged, detail, sectional view 
of one of the heaters of a unit. 
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic plan view showing 

tour of the air conditioning units uniformly dis 
tributed throughout the barn. 
In order that the general arrangement and re 

lation of parts may readily be understood I have 
indicated portions of a customary tobacco barn, 
including side walls as W, the roof as R, and 
two doors, us D'D'; and in Figure 3 tour 01’ the 

(U1. Bil-19) 

air conditioning units, indicated as ll, ‘B, C, and 
D, are uniformly distributed throughout the barn 
for clrculutinc,r and uniformly dlstributinu tho 
conditioned dir. It will be understood that one 

or more oi the units may be cmploycdv dicpcndinu on the size and capacity of the barn, und inns-m 

much as each ol’ the separatc, indcpcndent, units 
one similar, a description of thc unit illustrated 
in Figure i will su?lcs ior all of the units 

li’ach oi the unitslncludcs an hcatcr distributor which is supplicd with ‘ 

the exterior oi’ the barn through ,lr pipc l oi‘ 
suitable size, having a control l? :l‘or rug 
ulatlng thc admission of ironic air lroin tho sou-m 
rounding atmosphere. 'lf'hc pipe l, which extends 
through the wall W alonu the door line of the 
barn convoys uir currents to an upon rcceptucls 
ii, preferably oi’ cylindrical shape and lashioncd 
with an intake port it, and the receptacle, winch 
is open at the top is provided with an outwardly 
iiarlng annular flange or de?ector ring The 
oil‘ receptacle is thus supplied with fresh air from ' 
the atmosphere under natural conditions, and 
the inf-lowing air-currcuts riseupwardly iii-om the 
receptacle to be /‘ heated by radiation from the 
heater, and ‘to bc distributed within the intcrioi" 
ol the burn. > - 

its best secn in Figure 2 the heater includes an 
oil-burning stove located within ‘the olr recep 
tacle, and the stove embodies an inner cylindri 
cal drum 6 forminc a combustion chamber, which 
is supported on suitable legs as 'i, ‘if, within the 
air rcceptaclc. 
An oil burner d is mounted at the central base 

portion of the drum ii, and this burner is lash- ‘ 
ioncd with a flaring flame-spreader a mounted 
above the burner to de?ect the flame outwardly 
or laterally as it rises in the combustion chamber. 
At its lower end the burner is equipped with an 
adjusting sleeve Hi which is mounted on the 
upright end or nozzle ll of the oil feed pipe it, 
and by means of a. set bolt l3 the burner may be 
fixed in properly adjusted position with relation 
to the combustion chamber or drum 6 for effi 
cient operation of the stove. 

Air for supporting combustion of the i’uel-oil 
is' fed to the interior of the stove through an an 
nular space formed between the tapered open 
bottom or base 14 of the drum 6,‘ and a comple 
mentary drip-pan l5, which latter has a tapered 
wall and is located centrally of the open base of 
the drum. The drip pan is mounted on the sup 
porting sleeve iii, and this circular pan, which 
surrounds the lower portion of the burner, pro 
vides a safety device to catch any excess fuel-oil 
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should the oil for any reason accidentally drip 
from the burner. A drain pipe I6 is connected 
with the drip pan, and this pipe which extends 
through an adjoining wall of the barn, drains any 
excess oil to the ground exterior of the barn. 
The adjustable drip pan l5 co-acting with the 

open base of the drum 6 forms an intake air space 
to the combustion chamber, and the quantity of 
air passing through this space may be regulated 
by means of an adjustable plate, as H, mounted 
below the stove base on a suitable number of 
stud bolts l8 ?xed to the base of the drum 6. 
The air regulating plate is provided with a cen 
tral opening to accommodate the sleeve [0 of the 
burner, and it also has a smaller hole to accom 
modate the oil drip-pipe [6. By means of wing 
nuts 19 on the threaded free ends of the studs or 
bolts, the plate may be elevated to reduce the 
available supply of air, or the plate may be low 
ered to increase the available supply of air, thus 
regulating the supply of air to the burner. 
The oil supply to the stove is provided from a 

tank 20 supported on a suitable frame 2i exterior 
of the barn, through a ?lter 22 and the supply 
pipe 23, the latter being provided with a cut-off 
valve 24. This supply pipe 23, and the feed pipe 
l2 to the burner communicate with a controller 
which automatically controls the passage of oil 
from the supply pipe to the feed pipe, which lat 
ter, as indicated is provided with a bend to form 
a trap of well known type. The controller as a 
whole is indicated by the number 25, and as indi 
cated in Figure 3, the controllers for the various 
units of the system are disposed in locations 
throughout the barn in such manner as to pro 
vide a uniformity in the operations of the several 
heaters to insure an equalized distribution of heat 
from the several heaters. 

Referring again to Figure 2, the inner drum ‘6 
of the stove is provided with a removable lid 26 
to give access to theinterior of the drum, and 
upon the upper portion of the inner drum is 
mounted a heating drum 21 having a port 28 
opening into the combustion chamber within the 
inner drum; This heating drum, through which 
the smoke and gases of combustion pass, also has 
an outlet port 29 to which the smoke flue 30 is 
connected. The inner port 28 and the outer port 
29, as indicated, are located at approximately di 
ametrical points in order that the hot gases may 
traverse the entire area of the annular heating 
drum. 
Above the heating drum 2‘! is mounted a de 

?eeting hood 3| having a closed central lid or 
cover 32, and by removal of this cover 32 and the 
stove lid 26 access may be had to the interior of 
the stove for assembling and adjusting parts, and 
for lighting the burner. 
The deflecting hood 3| is spaced above the 

heating drum and supported therefrom by means 
of legs 33, and it will be apparent that air cur 
rents rising from the fresh-air receptacle 3 will 
?ow in contact with the heating drum, from which 
heat is radiated in all directions, and the de?ect 
ing hood 3| also causes circulation of air currents 
heated by radiation from the top of the heating 
drum. In this manner the rising currents of 
fresh air heated by radiation from the heating 
drum, and currents of air passing through the 
space above the heating drum,‘ are commingled 
and uniformly heated, and then uniformly dis 
tributed by circulation within the interior of the 
barn and among the batches of tobacco leaves. 
The smoke ?ue 30 is supported in suitable man 

ner, as by a post 34, and an upright smoke-stack 
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35 rises through a corner of the barn, and 
through its roof, passing through a saddle 36 
mounted on the exterior of the roof, and sealing 
the opening for the stack against circulation of 
air. 
A cowl 31 is suspended over the top of the 

stack by means of a suitable bracket 38 and loose 
joint 39, and the cowl, in addition to preventing 
admission of rain and downdraft to the stack, 
also performs the functions of a vane, actuated 
by wind-pressure, to hold the cowl in position to 
maintain the draft through the smoke-stack. 
Within the interior of the barn, just below the 

roof, the stack is equipped with a vent-housing 
40 in which is pivoted a gate or valve 4i that is 
balanced by means of a cord 42 passing over a 
pulley 43, and a weight 44 on the end of the cord 
balances the vent-gate or valve. The vent may 
be adjusted as desired to permit outlet, through 
the stack from the upper interior of the barn, 
of excess moisture-laden air or excessively heated 
air, and to cause circulation of air currents with: 
in the barn in maintaining a uniformity in the 
temperature of air within the barn. 
As best seen in Figure 1, the automatic con 

troller 25 regulates or governs the passage of oil 
in a thin stream or ?lm from the supply pipe 23 
to the feed pipe [2, and the latter is supplied with 
a controlled column of oil that is fed to the stove 
burner, independent of the supply of oil. in the 
supply pipe 23. Within the controller is a suit 
able valve 45 that is governed or regulated by a 
thermostat 46, through the diaphragm-or wafer 
41, and the valve operating lever 48 pivotally 
mounted on the exterior of the controller. This 
lever is regulated as to its movements in relation 
to the valve by means of a range screw 49, and 
two set bolts 50, and Si, the former to set a max 
imum movement or the lever, and the latter to 
set a minimum movement of the lever, within the 
range determined by the position of the range 
screw 49, which is adjustable with relation to the 
wafer or diaphragm. The expansion and contrac 
tion of the water or diaphragm increases or di 
minishes the flow of oil through the controller to 
the stove-burner, and thereby controls the con 
sumption of oil in the burner, as well as control 
ling the heat generated by the heater. The flow 
of oil through the controller may be observed 
through the glass indicated at 52, and this flow is 
controlled in accordance with the conditions ex 
isting in the process of curing the tobacco leaves 
suspended within the barn, as determined by the 
curer or attendant of the barn. 
As thus constructed and operated it will read 

ily be apparent that the curing system of my in 
vention may with facility be adapted for use in 
a barn without necessity for material changes 
in the barn-structure, and installations may 
with convenience be made in barns of different 
capacities by utilizing the required number of 
units to e?ect the best results in the curing 
process. 
The intake of fresh air from the surrounding 

atmosphere to the interior of the barn, which 
is usually closed, and the ventilation of the in 
terior oi the barn are subject to necessary 
changes by the curer or attendant to meet vary 
ing conditions in the progress of the treatment 
of the tobacco leaves. 
The thermal-operated controller for the oil 

supply to the feed pipe of the burner may be 
set to operate in accordance with the varying 
conditions arising during the process of curing, 
and after having been set or adjusted, the con 
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troller automatically operates to maintain an 
even temperature in the barn until a further 
change is necessary or desirable. 
By the use of the present curing system, to 

bacco may be cured immediately after it is out. 
Other advantages of the system is that a much 
better and finer grade of tobacco is produced, 
whereby the market price of the tobacco will be 
substantially increased. a 
The present method of curing tobacco com 

prises, in placing the tobacco in a comparatively 
tightly closed tobacco house, or barn, having 
the heating units distributed as had been set out 
herein. in starting' the curing process, the stoves 
are lighted and the temperature is ?rst raised 
to 95~liiil degrees F. for the ?rst thirty-sin or 
i’orty hours. For the next thirty-six or forty 
hours the temperature is raised to approximate 
ly 125-135 degrees F, and for the remainder of 
the time of approximately thirty-sin or forty 
hours the temperature is raised to approximately 
165-175 degrees F. The slight variation in the 
temperature and heating periods is due to the 
type and character of the tobacco beingr cured. 
The fact that the temperature of each heating 

unit is regulated by an individual thermostat 
adjacent the section of the tobacco house where 
the heating unit is located, and the incoming air 
is also controllable, and provides a means by 
which the temperature and humidity of the air 
within the house can be more evenly regulated. 
For example, there are circumstances surround 
ing each curing house which may cause the tem 
perature to either raise or drop in the various 
sections of the house, ‘such as a cold wind blow 
ing against the building, or the sun may in?uence 
the temperature on a part 'of the building, in 
which case it would be necessary to burn more 
fuel adjacent the side of the building contacted 
bythe cold wind, while in the section adjacent 

the sunny side may require a much less consump 
tion of fuel. 
As has been previously stated, control of the' 

heat and moisture in the tobacco‘ house are the 
important factors. vToo high a temperature will 
extract the moisture within the tobacco too freely 
and cause the leaves to’ cure improperly or be 
stained from the sap within the stems. The 
temperature, however, must be kept constant and‘ 
below this point. If there is a sudden drop in 
temperature, or an uneven temperature is al 
lowed to exist within the house during the cur~ 
ing' period, the tobacco will likewise he discol 
cred, or not uniformly cured. 
While I have described and illustrated a rare 

terred form of the invention, it is understood 
that it is not intended that the invention shall 
be limited to this speci?c disclosure, but the scope 
of the invention will be best deiined in the claim. 
Having thus fully described the invention, 

what is claimed as new is: 
In a tobacco curing house, a combination with 

a plurality of separate individually controlled 
oil heating" units, said heating units including 
a permanently closed chamber Within which the 
oil is burned for preventing the oil fumes from 
enteringr the said house, a chimney for conven 
ing said fumes from the said heating units to 
the exterior of said house, a ‘plurality of rela“ 
tively large air ducts spaced about and adjacent 
the floor oi said house having their inlets on the 
exterior thereof and their outlets arranged to 
discharge air upwardly around said heating units, 
‘control means associated with the air ducts for 
regulating the discharge of air through said 
ducts, and means adjacent the upper portion of 
said house for conveying the heated air out of 
the‘ upper area thereof. 
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